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ZRgalDePartmefit 
Harris R Anthony 
Vice mident  and G e n d  Counsel 

BellSouth Long Distance, Inc. 
400 Paimekr center 
Suite 350, North T m c e  
Atlanta,Geo~gia 30346 
(770) 352-3 1 16 

January 15,2004 

Mrs. Blanca S. Bay6 
Director, Division of the Commission Clerk 
and Administrative Services 

Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallalxa~~t~, FL 32399-0850 

Re: Docket No. 031046-TP: Petition and Complaint of AT&T Communications 
of the Southern States, LLC against BelISouth Telecommunications, Inc. 
and BellSouth Long Distance, Inc. for alleged anticompetitive pricing 
of long distance service 

Dear Ms. Bayk 

Enclosed is an original and fifteen copies of BellSouth Long Distance, hc.  's Motion for 
Summary Order, which we ask that you file in the captioned docket. Portions of this motion contain 
proprietary information as identified in a Notice of Intent, which is being filed under separate cover. 

A copy of this letter is enclosed. Please mark it to indicate that the original was filed and 
return the copy to me. Copies have been served to the parties shown on the attached Certificate of 
SerViCe. 

Sincerely, 
A / 

cc: All Parties of Record 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Docket No. 031046-TP 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of BellSouth Long Distance, 

Inc.'s Motion for Summary Order, was served via Electronic Mail and U. S. Mail this 15" 

day of January 2004 to the following: 

Patricia Christensen, Staff Counsel 
Jason Rojas, Staff Counsel 
Florida Public Service Commission 
Division of Legal Services 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, FL 32309-0850 

Nancy H. Sims 
SellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. 
I50 South Monroe Street 
Suite 400 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 

Tracy W. Hatch 
AT&T Communications 
I01 North Monroe Street 
Suite 700 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 

Lisa A. Sapper 
AT&T Communications of the 

Southern States, LLC 
1200 Peachtree Street, N.E. 
Suite 8100 
Atlanta, GA 30309-3579 i 

- &sel 
H h i s  R. Anthony 

icdresident and General 7@ BellSouth Long Distance, Inc. 
400 Perimeter Center Terrace 
Suite 350 
Atlanta, GA 30346 

770-352-3332 (fax) 
770-352-31 16 



PUBLIC VERSION 
BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

Docket No. 03 1046-TP 
In re: Petition and Complaint of AT&T 1 

against Bell S outh Telecommunications , Inc . ) 
and BellSouth Long Distance, Inc. for alleged 1 

Service ) 

Communications of the Southem States, LLC 

Anticompetitive Pricing of Long Distance 1 Filed: January 15,2004 . - 

BELLSOUTH LONG DISTANCE, INC.’S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY ORDER 

COMES NOW, BellSouth Long Distance, Inc. (“BSLD”) and respectfully 

submits this, its Motion for Summary Order regarding the Petition and Complaint filed by 

AT&T Communications of the Southem States, LLC (“AT&T”) against BSLD and 

BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. In support of its Motion for Summary Order, BSLD 

states the following: 

1.  On November 12,2003, AT&T filed with the Florida Public Service 

Commission (the “Commission”) its “Petition and Complaint’’ in which AT&T alleged 

that a particular promotion offered by BSLD to its residential customers failed to cover 

its associated access charges and, therefore, violated Florida Statutes, Section 

364.01(4)(g). As BSLD demonstrates in more detail below, AT&T’s Petition and 

Complaint must be denied, as it ignores an important rate element of BSLD’s promotion, 

a $3.95 monthly recurring charge that applies to all customers who subscribe to the long 

distance plan in question and who are thus eligible to receive the promotional price. 

When all rate elements of the long distance plan and its associated promotion are taken 

into consideration, it is clear that the revenues received by BSLD more than cover the 

associated access costs. For this reason, BSED’s Motion for Summary Order should be 



granted. In the alternative, even if BSLD’s revenues did not cover their associated access 

costs (which as shown below, they do), AT&T’s Petition and Complaint would still have 

to be dismissed, as it fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. The section 

of the Florida Statutes relied upon by AT&T, Section 364.01(4)(g), does not create an 

independent cause of action upon which AT&T can file a complaint and, even if it did, . . 

BSLD has in no way engaged in anticompetitive behavior. 

2. The particular promotion about which AT&T complains is associated with 

BSLD’s “BellSouth Savings Plan” (the “Plan”), As described in pages 6 and 7 of Exhibit 

1 to AT&T’s Petition and Complaint, the Plan is offered to residential customers who 

meet certain eligibility criteria. Eligible customers who subscribe to the Plan are charged 

a monthly recuning charge (“MRC”) of $3.95 and a per-minute rate of five cents. In 

addition, customers who subscribe to the Plan between October 16,2003 and January 3 1 ,  

2004 (the “Promotion Period”) receive a per-minute rate of one-cent for each of their 

domestic calls made through January 3 1,2004. It is this “Penny Promotion” that is the 

subject of AT&T’s Petition and Complaint. 

3. Contrary to AT&T’s assertion in Paragraph 8 of its Petition and 

Complaint, BSLD does pay access charges to BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc., as 

well as to all other local exchange companies that originate or terminate its traffic. &e 

Affidavit of James E. Lauter, attached hereto as Exhibit 1, Paragraph 5 (“Lauter 

Affidavit”). In addition, a portion of BSLD’s traffic is carried “off-net”. Off-net traffic 

is passed fiom BSLD to other interexchange carriers (“IXCs”) who are paid by BSLD, 

pursuant to contractual arrangements between them and BSLD, to carry that traffic on 

BSLD’s behalf. A portion of the fees charged by the IXCs to BSLD represents the 
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charges that the IXCs must pay to terminate BSLD’s traffic. Lauter Affidavit, Paragraph 

5. Thus, either directly or indirectly, BSLD pays originating and terminating access 

charges for all of its traffic, including all traffic generated by subscribers to the Plan. 

4. AT&T’s Petition and Complaint asserts that BSLD’s Penny Promotion 

fails to cover its relevant access costs based upon a simple comparison of the one-cent a . 

minute promotional rate to the cost of access. AT&T’s assertions are inherently flawed 

in that they fail to factor in the $3.95 MRC charged by BSLD to all customers of the 

Plan. The Lauter Affidavit presents a detailed analysis of BSLD’s revenues from the 

Plan, both during the Penny Promotion period, as well as thereafter. It also sets forth the 

associated access costs incurred by BSLD during the same periods. (Lauter Affidavit 

Paragraphs 7- 10). 

5 .  AS shown on Attachment 1 to the Lauter Affidavit, during the period of 

October 16,2003 and January 31,2004, the Penny Promotion period, BSLD’s average 

revenue per customer is $X per month, while its average access charge costs (including 

off-net traffic) per customer is $X per month. The per customer revenue is a combination 

of one-cent for each minute of calling, plus the MRC of $3.95, for a monthly total of $X. 

Thus, even during the Penny Promotion period of October 16,2003 through January 3 1 ,  

2004, the revenues derived from the Plan more than pay for the associated access costs. 

For this reason alone, BSLD’s Motion for Summary Order should be granted and 

AT&T’s Petition and Complaint dismissed. This conclusion is reaffirmed in its entirety 

when the total revenues received by BSLD from a customer who subscribes to the Plan is 

compared to the total access costs incurred by BSLD for that same customer during the 

entire time period the customer subscribes to the Plan. 
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6. Based upon industry experience, BSLD anticipates that the average Plan 

subscriber will remain a subscriber of the Plan for a period ofX months. For at feast X 

months of that period and perhaps for as long as X months, depending upon when the 

customer subscribed to the Plan and thus how long he receives the penny per minute rate, 

BSLD’s total revenue per month for the average customer is anticipated to be $X versus. 

average customer monthly access costs of $X. Accordingly, a typical Plan subscriber 

who receives four months of Penny Promotion benefits and remains on the Plan for 

another X months will provide BSLD with a total revenue of $X but will cost BSLD 

access charges of only $X. In other words, the total revenue value of a typical customer 

will exceed the access costs he creates by $X. AT&T’s assertion that the Plan does not 

cover its access costs is simply incorrect and must be rejected on its face. Thus, BSLD’s 

Motion for Summary Order should be granted. 

7. Rule 28-1 06.204(4), Florida Administrative Code, provides that “any 

party may move for summary final order whenever there is no genuine issue as to any 

material fact.” Pursuant to Section 120.57(1)(b), Florida Statutes, a summary final order 

shall be rendered if it is determined, based on the pleadings, depositions, answers to 

interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with affidavits, if any, that no genuine 

issue to any material fact exists and that the moving party is entitled as a matter of law to 

the entry of a final summary order. 

8. Under Florida law, it is well established that a party moving for summary 

judgment must show the absence of any genuine issue of material fact and that the court 

must draw every possible inference in favor of the party against whom the summary 

judgment is sought. Moore vs. Moore, 475 So.2d 666, 668 (FL 1985). 
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9. As demonstrated by the Lauter Affidavit, there is no issue of material fact 

within the four corners of the Petition and Complaint filed by AT&T with regard to 

BSLD. BSLD’s analysis clearly demonstrates that the revenues it receives from 

subscribers to the Plan far exceed the associated access costs. BSLD is therefore entitled 

to the entry of a final summary order dismissing it from the Petition and Complaint. . 

In addition, AT&T’s Petition and Complaint fails as a matter of law. The 10. 

Petition and Complaint, insofar as it relates to BSLD, relies upon Section 364.01 (4)(g), 

Florida Statutes.’ Petition and Complaint, Paragraph 9. That section states that the 

Commission “shall ensure that all providers of telecommunication services are treated 

fairly, by preventing anticompetitive behavior.” However, no case has interpreted 

Florida Statutes, Section 364.01(4)(& as giving rise to an independent cause of action. 

Moreover, no other section of Florida law, nor any rule or order of this Commission, 

requires that every single aspect of every single offering of an interexchange company 

must cover its access costs. Many IXCs in Florida have made promotional offerings in 

an effort to attract customers, during which they have offered rates that may not cover 

their access charges. Indeed, as recently as December of 2002, AT&T offered its 

residential customers “thirty minutes of fiee domestic long distance calling on us 

[AT&T] for a month.” AT&T News Release, dated Wednesday, December 11, 2002.2 

11. At best, it seems disingenuous of AT&T to assert that a BSLD short term 

promotion that offers callers on one of many calling plans a penny a minute rate is 

unlawful when it itself offered all of its Florida residential customers thirty minutes of 

To the extent that AT&T relies upon Florida Statutes, Section 364.05(5)(c), such reliance is entirely 
misplaced. That section applies only to local exchange companies that operate under price regulation and 
not to interexchange companies such as BSLD. 
* http://www.att.com/news/item/O,1847,11159,00htm/. (A copy of the complete news release is attached 
hereto as Exhibit 2. 
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“fi-ee” long distance calling. Rather, it is clear that such an offer is not anticompetitive, 

nor is it unlawful in any other respect. 

12. In summary, AT&T’s Petition and Complaint should be viewed for what it 

is: simply an effort on its part to prevent a competitor fkom offering a new and innovative 

plan to customers. AT&T’s inherently flawed analysis, which ignores the $3.95 monthly 

recurring charge and thus the fact that, during both the Penny Promotion period as well as 

thereafter, the revenue derived by BSLD from subscribers to the Plan exceeds BSLD’s 

associated access costs, demonstrates the baseless nature of AT&T’s assertions. For 

these reasons, BSLD’s Motion for Summary Order should be granted and AT&T’s 

Petition and Complaint should be dismissed with respect to BSLD. 

WHEREFORE, BSLD respectfully prays that the Florida Public Service 

Commission grant the instant motion and render a judgment in favor of BSLD, 

dismissing AT&T’s Petition and Complaint. 

Respectfully submitted, this of January 2004. 

BELLSOUTH LONG DISTANCE, INC. 

J arris R. Anthony 
* ed‘resident and General Counse * 400 Perimeter Center Terrace 

Suite 350 
Atlanta, GA 30346 

harris.anthony @bell south. com 
770-3 52-3 1 1 6 
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Exhibit 1 

PUBLIC VERSION 
BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In re: Petition and Complaint of AT&T ) 

against BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. 1 
and BellSouth Long Distance, Inc. for alleged ) 

Service ) 

Communications of the Southern States, LLC Docket No. 03 1046-TP 

Anticompetitive Pricing of Long Distance ) Filed: January 15,2004 . 

AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES E. LAUTER 

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared James E. Lauter, who 

states that he is currently Director - Financial & Business Planning for BellSouth Long 

Distance, Inc. and further states the following: 

1 .  My title is Director - Financial and Business Planning for BellSouth Long 

Distance, Inc. (“BSLD”). I have had this responsibility, or a similar one, since November 

1,2000. 

2. In my current job, my responsibilities include financial analysis, 

budgeting and financial operations for BSLD. 

3. My business address is 400 Perimeter Center Terrace, Suite 350, Atlanta, 

GA 30346. 

4. On October 15,2003, BSLD filed with the Florida Public Service 

Commission it promotion pursuant to which eligible customers who subscribed between 

October 16,2003, and January 3 1 , 2004, to the BellSouth Savings Plan (the “Plan) would 

be charged one-cent per minute for both their intrastate and interstate direct dial calls 

made on or before January 3 1,2004. After January 3 1,2004, all such calls are to be 



billed at five cents per minute. In addition, during both the one-cent per minute 

promotional period and the subsequent five cents per minute period, each Plan customer 

is billed a monthly recurring charge of $3.95. 

5. BSLD pays BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc., as well as all other local 
- 

exchange companies (collectively “LECs”) who originate or terminate BSLD’s traffic, 

the LECs’ intrastate and interstate access charges. In addition, for certain traffic referred 

to as “off-net” traffic, i.e., traffic that is not terminated by BSLD itself, BSLD pays other 

interexchange carriers a per minute rate to carry such traffic. Some portion of the amount 

charged by those underlying interexchange carriers represents the access charges they 

must pay to terminate such traffic on behalf of BSLD. 

6 .  As shown on the spreadsheet attached hereto as Attachment I ,  BSLD 

more than covers the access costs it pays to originate and terminate traffic in Florida. 

This is true throughout the entirety of the period that a purchaser of the Plan subscribes to 

the Plan, including both the one-cent per minute promotional period and the subsequent 

five cents per minute period. 

7. As shown on Attachment 1, during November and December of 2003, the 

average subscriber to the Plan made X minutes of calls per month. This actual call 

volume was very similar to the number of minutes, X, that BSLD had forecast the 

average subscriber to the Plan would make during the penny promotion period. At a per 

minute rate of one-cent per minute, plus the MRC of $3.95, BSLD receives, on average, 

total monthly revenues of $X from each subscriber to the Plan. 
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8. BSLD’s corresponding monthly access costs (including amounts paid to 

other interexchange carriers) for the average subscriber during the period through January 

3 1 , 2004 is $X. This is based on X% of the average user’s minutes being intrastate 

minutes, at per minute access and egress charge costs of $X and $ X ,  respectively, and 

X% of the minutes being interstate at per minute access and egress charge costs of $ X  

and $X, respectively. In addition, X% of such average user’s intrastate minutes is “off- 

net”, i.e., carried by another carrier with whom BSLD has a contract for carriage of such 

traffic at an average per minute rate of $X, and X% of such average user’s interstate 

terminating minutes is “off-net” at an average per minute rate of $X. When these 

numbers are combined, they result in an overall per minute access cost of $X. &e 

Attachment 2. Thus, BSLD’s total monthly revenues per average customer are $X more 

than its corresponding access and off-net costs during the one-cent promotional period. 

After January 31,2004, the per minute rate paid by Plan subscribers will 

be five cents. Assuming that the average Plan subscriber makes X minutes of calling a 

month (a reasonable assumption based on BSLD’s actual experience), the average 

revenue per customer will be $X, while the average access costs and off-net costs per 

customer will be $X. BSLD’s monthly revenues per average customer would cover its 

associated access costs by $X. 

. 

9. 

10. Based upon industry averages and BSLD’s experience to date, BSLD 

anticipates that the average Plan subscriber will remain on the Plan for X months and 
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that, over that X month period, 13Sr;D’s revenues for the average Plan subscriber will 

exceed its corresponding access and ofF-net costs by $X. 

1 1. - 

Dated t t is  ~ H d a y  o ,2004. 

Further Affiant say& not- 

. **- 
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Attachment 1 

BUSINESS CASE - $3.95/$.05 Plan with Penny Promo (One Sub) 
Legal Entity 



Attachment 2 

Florida 

ORlG TERM Jurisdiction Overall 
ACCESS TRANSPORT EGRESS TRANSPORT Rate Rate 

ON-NET 
INTM OFF-NET 

ON-NET 
INTER OFF-NET 

Assumptions 
PIU 
Intra On-net 
Inter On-net 1-1 
Intra Off-net 
Inter Off-net 



Exhibit 2 

News Rekase . . , 

FOR RELEASE WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11,2002 

f l A  - AT&T Long Distance Customers in Florida Uer the M-esssge: 
Thanks for Your Loyalty 
MIAMI - ATgGT said today that it js using an innovative new approach to reward mmy of its 
residential customm in Florida, During the brief tiim between their dialing of a long distance call and 
its connection, AT&T will say fftha& you" and inform customers about their automatic award of h e  
minutes of domestic long distance calling. 

~~~ next week, selected AT&T residential customers will hear a short message before their d] 
fi.m home is connected: "Thank you for being a loyal AT&T customer. Please enjoy 30 mkutes of fitx 

domestic long distance calling m us for a month. Look for the &e-minute credit on YOU upcoming biI1 
-- and thanks again for using AT&T." 

"lfk 
said LOU Delay, vice president of ccmsumer long distance in AT&T Consumes. "We've fomd thd our 
customers love being surprised in this bmovative way with a =ward that aey  can'take advantage of SO 

quickly and easily, We hope the free minute6 will be pdcularly welcome at a time of year when many 
o f  us make mare long distance calls than usual," 

0pp"ity for AT&T to say 'thank you for your loyalty' to many of oufcustomm in Florida," ' 

The Florida promotion is part of AT&T's continuing application of this ivovatiue network-based 
technology to reward customers. Customers don't have to call 01 sign up for the promdon. They simply 
use their f?ee domestic long d i s m c e  minutes and look for the credit on an upcoming bill. Custqmes 
have to use the fiee minutes bef' the time expires at -the end of a given billing period. 

Abour AT&T 
For more than 125 years, AT&T ("YE *lT't) has been known for unparalleled quality and RJiabiIity in 
cm"mnications. Backed by the research and development capabjlities of AT&T Labs, the company is fi 
global leader in local, long distance, Internet and transaction-based voice and data services- 

_. 

*4T&T 'Safe Harbor' 
The foregoing contairls "forward-looking aalements" which are based on management's beliefs 35 well as on a number of 
assumptjons concerning htulr: events madc by and information currently available to management. Readers are CNioned not ' 

to put undue reliance on such forwajd-Ioo)ting stalements, which are not a guamantee ofperfomancc: and are subject 10 a 
number of uncertainties and other facton, many of which are outside AT&T's control, that could cause actual results to differ 
matenally fFm such statemenis. For o mnorc detailed description of the factors thal could cause such a differencc, please see 
AT&T's filings wiih the Securities and Exchange Commission- AT&T disclaims any intention or obfigatian to update or 
revise any forward-looking ,Ftaienlents, whcther 5s i; ~ e ~ ~ j i  ~f new inlbrmaticn, future events or otherwise- This jnfomatim is 
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AT&T News Release, 2002-12-1 1, AT&T Long Distance Customers Flo~%ia Get the M... Page 2 Of 2 

presented solely to provide additional infomation to further understand the results of AT&T. 

For more information, repo~ers  may contact: 
Gustavo Alfonso 
AT&T 
305-671-7425 (office) 

gal fonso ,@tt .corn 
3 05-5 86- 1099 (Wirdess) 

Suzanne Keough 
AT&T 
973-326-5376 (office) 
908-512-5856 (wireless) ' 

skeough@,att.com 

Newsroq,n I att.com Home I fibout AT&T 

Terms .- 'tionfi. &= Po lief- s w t  ATAT. 
Copyright 8 2004 ATBT. All rights mewed. 


